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At the end of the Sixth Session of the Contraoting Parties an inter-
sessional working party was set up to consider the problems connected with
the establishment of a European Coal and Steel Community. At that time it
was ganerally expected that the Treaty establishing the Community would enter
into force shortly after the Sixth Session. Aotually it ws from the 17th
until the 23rd July. 1952 that the ratifications of the Treaty were deposited.
Therefore and as a result of some minor delays, it has: not yet been possible
to convene a meeting of. the intersessional working party. On behalf of the
three Benelux countries and after consultation with the other three countries
who together have created the European Coal and Steel Community. I have the
honour herewith to submit officially the problems arising from the establish-
ment of -the Community for consideration by the Contracting Parties during
their Seventh Session,

It may perhaps be said that ther would hardly have been any problems
to consider in relation to the European Coal and Steel Community if at the
time ofdrafting of the General Agreement on Tariffsand Trade the concept
of a partial, but close and extremely importent form of integration between
the economies or countries parties to an agreement like the Community had
been known, I may refer in this connection to the first sentence of the
fourth. paragraph of Article XXIV of the Agreement. A this howevfer was not
the case I have to submit the following problem for the consideration of
the Contraoting Pratiles.Paiiles.;

It is ommon knowledge, that it is the purpose of the European Coal and
Steel. community to creafe acommunity which for all practical purposes
resembles closely the situation that would have ezisted, had the territories
of the six participatingcountries consituted onesingle state forthe
puropse ofthe production of andtrade coal, coke, fromore,iron, steel and
semi-manufactures. That means that while the trade in these comodities
within the six territories constituting the Community should he as free as
possible, trads withcountries outsidethe Community cannot share in the
samefreedom. I should add immediatelythat it is theavowed aim of the
Community not to raiseberriersto the trade of other dontracting parties
with the member countries of the group. On the countrary it is hoped that
theincreased strength of the perticipating countries will sllow them to
trade even more freely with the restof the world than hitherto was the case.
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I am therefore convinced that nothing re ask for would be agnist the
spirit of the Agreement as expressed inter alis in Article XXIV of the
General Agreement. Nevertheless there may be legal incompatibilities which
can only be overcome, if the Contracting Parties agree to grant the six con-
tracting parties concerned a waiver as provided for in the fifth paragraph
of Article XXV ofthe Agreement.Itis forthe consideration ofsucha
waiver that the Benelur countries ask on behalf of the countries participating
in the Community.I want to stress the fact that the waiver I am referring
to should relate specifically to the European Coal and Steel Community, It
should only free the participating countries from their obligations under
the Agreement in so far as the General Agreement might otherwise prevent the
formation of the European Coal and Steel Community.

The clauses of the General Agreement referred to are the following:

a) Article I paragraph 1 and Article XIII ofthe Agreement in relation to
Article 4 a) and Article 79 paragraph 2 of the Treaty creating the European
Coal and Steel Community.

Remarks:Article 4 a) of the Treaty states that import or export
duties any comparable charges and quantitative restrictions are
incompatible with the creation of a common market for coal and
steel and are therefore abolished inside the Community. Itis
clear that such drastic action can only be taken by countries
participating in the Community if the rule of nondiscrimination of
the Agreement contained in Article I paragraph 1 and Article XIII
does not oblige them to throw open. their frontier to the same degrce
for imports of coal and steel from all contracting parties.

Article 79 paragraph 2 of the Treaty provides for the
extension of preferential arrangements for coal and steel fromwhich
countries participating in the Community benefit in their dependent
overseas territories to all members of the Community. The matter
only arises in rhw case of certain territories of the French Union,
as the Benelux countries do not benefit from preferences in their
overseas territories.

b) Article XI of the Agreement in relation to transitory arrangements like
paragraph 26 section 3 of the Convention on TransitoryArrangements.

Remarks: It is clear that the drastic action of establishing a.
Community for Coal and Steel made it necessary to establish certain
temporary. safegurads to prevent a seriqus disruption of the
economies of participating countries. In this manner section 3
of paragraph 26 of the Convention allows, the Belgian Governmentto
"lsolsta"its internal coal market during a certain transtory
period. This may imply importrestrictions not provi ded for in
the Agreement, Without suchinterim arrangements the establishment
of the European Coal and Steel Community would not have been possible.
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It may appear necessary to consider a further problem in
relation to Article XI of the Agreement, A situation might be
conceived in which one or more members of the Community would find
themselves in a position where - in conformity with the Agreement -
they had to apply restrictions agains,1 imports of treaty commodities
from countries outside the Community; other members of the Community
might then be in a position which did not fulfill the requirements
of the clauses of the Agreement allowing the Imposition of quantl-
tative restrictions. If in such case only the individual situation
of the members of theSonmunmity could be considered the effect of
the measures of those member countries who had to apply i port
restrictions could be nwUifried as a result of the free movement of
commodities inside the Gomuriuntty The commodities concerned could in
that case reach their markets from outside the Community through
the trade channels of'those member countries who would not be
allowed to apply quantitative restrictions, in such or similar
oases it might prove of vital importance to the formation or the
functioning of the Gommmity that participating countries should
be allowed to impose quantitative restrictions provided such
restrictions though perhaps not justified in view of their individual
situation, would be essential taken the position of the Community
as -A whole, In this context I may refer to Article 71 paragraph 2
of the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community
where it io specifically etate4 that the powers in the field of
trade policy in. relation to third countries which the Treaty cenfers
on the Community cannot be wider than those the participating countries
had already under international agreements to which they are
contracting parties0

¢) Schedule II of the Agreement In relation to paragraph l of the Convention
on Transitory Arrangements.

21marka: I "a refer to the statement by the Benelux delegations
of 2 April 191 (GATT/CPS/7) during the Special Session of the
Contracting Parties in Torquay. In order to allow a negotiated
"harmonization" of the customs duties of the participating Countries
the Senelux countries agreed in paragaph 15 of the Convention to
establish during a transitory period tariff quotas for commodities
coming within the scope of the Community if such action would prove
necessary to prevent suoh commodities being imported through the
Benelux.oountries - with their low rates of duties -into other
participating countries who have higher duties, It is Intended that
*are will be taken that the tariff quotas should in any case be
sufficient to allow the supply of all requirements of the Benelux
Countries themselves at existing rates, At the latest at the end
of the transitbry period the Benelux countries would be prepared to
increase certain rates of duty on steel by a maximum of two points
1r, such increaties were required to achieve the desired harmonzation,
In view of this undertaking it may be necessary to reconsider the
bindings of Benelux rates of duty resulting from previous tariff
negotiations,


